Sufficient conditions are given for a compact 6-dimensional Kahler manifold with nonnegative (nonpositive) curvature to have nonnegative (nonpositive) Euler characteristic.
88, has dimension 105 and has subspaces 88 e, 88^, and 88kQ¡ where á?e = {R e 8$ | R is Einstein}, 8ik = {R e 88 | R is Kählerian}, J>ke = á?e n J>k.
Here dim ^e=85, dim ^k=36, and dim ^kc=28. The space 8ÎS is still quite large; however, 88^ and á?ke are small enough for us to say something about the Gauss Bonnet integrand for curvature operators in these spaces.
In §2 we write down the Gauss Bonnet integrand for 6-dimensional Kahler manifolds. Then in §3 we generalize a theorem of Bishop and Goldberg [2] in several ways. In each case we prove that for a curvature tensor 7? e 8?ke with nonnegative (nonpositive) sectional curvature the Gauss Bonnet integrand is nonnegative (nonpositive) provided that certain components of the curvature tensor vanish.
At this point I do not know whether the conjecture (*) is true for compact 6-dimensional Kahler manifolds, or even Einstein Kahler manifolds. The evidence so far obtained is the following.
Positive evidence. For all the cases computed so far it turns out that (*) is true. It is shown in Theorem 2 below that (*) is true provided that at each point the curvature tensor lies in a certain 14-dimensional subspace of the 28-dimensional space 8fke. Thus (*) is not too far from being settled for compact 6-dimensional Einstein Kahler manifolds.
Negative evidence. There is a great deal of difference between the 4-and 6-dimensional cases. For example nonnegative homomorphic sectional curvature implies that the Gauss Bonnet integrand is nonnegative in the 4-dimensional case. Bishop and Goldberg [2] have given an example to show that this is no longer true for 6-dimensional Kahler manifolds.
It is of course possible that the Gauss Bonnet integrand is negative for some curvature operator with nonnegative sectional curvature but (*) is still true. For example, it is not difficult to construct a 4-dimensional curvature tensor with positive Ricci curvature and negative Gauss Bonnet integrand. However, a compact 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold with positive Ricci curvature has positive Euler characteristic.
In this connection the following result of F. Rideau [5] is relevant.
Theorem. Let M be a compact Kahler manifold with positive holomorphic bisectional curvature. Ifhp,q(M) denotes the dimension of the space of harmonic (p,q)-forms, then hv-1(M)=h1'p(M)=0forp>l.
Corollary.
If M is a compact 6-dimensional Kahler manifold with positive holomorphic bisectional curvature then /(M)>0.
Proof.
It is well known (see for example [7] ) that for a compact Kahler manifold with positive Ricci curvature we always have hv-°(M) = h°-p(M)-0 for/?>0. This fact together with Rideau's result and Poincaré duality imply that all the odd Betti numbers of M are zero. Hence #(M)>0.
Positive sectional curvature imply positive holomorphic bisectional curvature. On the other hand in the example of Bishop and Goldberg cited above the curvature operator has positive holomorphic bisectional curvature but negative Gauss Bonnet integrand. It is well known that the components of the curvature tensor RUkl satisfy the Bianchi identity (1) Piikl + Rkijl + Pjkil -0-Furthermore in [4] and [6] it is shown that another "Bianchi" identity We now specialize to the case of a 6-dimensional Kahler manifold M and take an orthonormal basis of Mm of the form {ex, Jex, e2, Je2, e3, Je3} where / denotes the almost complex structure of M. We write ei>-Jei for z'=l, 2, 3.
It is well known that for a Kahler manifold we have (3) P-wc'i* -Ri}W and that (1) and (3) Then from (2) and (5) we obtain
Using these formulas we derive a formula for the Gauss Bonnet integrand of a 6-dimensional Kahler manifold. First we observe that 3^11*22*33* = ^11* A 022*33» + Q22. A 0,1*33« + ^33* A £¿n«22« We evaluate each of the differential forms on the right-hand side of (7) on {ex, ex*, e2, e2*, e3, e3*}. Adding the results and making use of (4) and The hypotheses of the theorem arise from the following considerations. Choose ex so that £n» is a maximum holomorphic sectional curvature. Then an orthonormal basis which diagonalizes the symmetric operator PeijeiJ ¡s °f ine form {ex, Jex, e2,Je2, e3,Je3). The hypotheses of the theorem imply that this basis also diagonalizes Re2je¡J and RezJeJ.
In [2] Bishop and Goldberg prove that if all the components of the curvature tensor other than the sectional curvatures vanish, then K~xx•22*33. =0. Whereas Bishop and Goldberg prove (*) for a certain 9-dimensional subspace of á?k, Theorem 1 proves (*) for a 18-dimensional subspace of the 36-dimensional space 38^.
As a consequence of Theorem 1 we shall obtain the following theorem in which the curvature conditions are more geometric. The hypotheses of Theorem 2 imply that {el5 ex*, e2, e2*, e3, e3*} can be chosen so that £n*, K22*, and K33* are critical values of the holomorphic sectional curvature; then £i¿*ií=£i¿»í3-.=0 for all / and j. From (18) it follows that Ru* jk=Ru» jk*=Q for j?¿k. Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. Q.E.D.
